THE MOUNTAIN SONG

A - AM7 A7 - D
I CAME HERE FROM THE CITY A THOUSAND MILES AWAY
Dm - A/E Bm7 - E
I CAME JUST FOR A LITTLE WHILE YOU KNOW I NEVER MEANT TO STAY
A - AM7 A7 - D
I MEANT TO TAKE MY PLEASURE, HAVE A GOOD TIME AND BE GONE
Dm - A/E Bm7 - E A
BUT I FELL IN LOVE WITH A LADY, NOW I SING A MOUNTAIN SONG
A - AM7 A7 - D
I LISTENED TO THE MUSIC OF THE NIGHT WIND IN THE PINES
Dm - A/E Bm7 - E
I SAW THE QUIET SPLENDOR OF A FIELD OF COLUMBINE
A - AM7 A7 - D
I SKIED ON CRYSTAL PATHWAYS TO A MOUNTAIN PEAK SO TALL
Dm - A/E Bm7 - E
I WALKED THE MIGHTY SUMMITS WITH THE ONE WHO MADE IT ALL

D - E C#m7 - F#m
AND I FELL IN LOVE WITH A LADY, 'CAUSE I'VE SEEN HER AT HER BEST
Bm7 - E A A7
AND I'VE WALKED HER WILD AND RUGGED PATHS THROUGH HER OPEN WILDERNESS
D - E C#m7 - F#m
AND NOW I NEVER CAN BETRAY HER, STEAL HER RICHES, AND BE GONE
Bm7 - E Bm7 - E A
'CAUSE WHEN YOU LOVE A MOUNTAIN LADY YOU'RE GONNA SING A MOUNTAIN SONG

AM7, A7, D, Dm, A/E, E, E

A - AM7 A7 - D
NOW PEOPLE COME FROM EVERYWHERE TO SEE WHAT THEY CAN FIND
Dm - A/E Bm7 - E
AND SOME TAKE LOTS OF PICTURES AND SOME JUST TAKE THEIR TIME
A - AM7 A7 - D
BUT THERE'S SOME WHO TAKE HER BEAUTY THAT CAN'T BE BOUGHT OR SOLD
Dm - A/E Bm7 - E E
AND THEY THINK OF ONLY MONEY WHILE DESTROYING WEALTH UNTOLD

D - E C#m7 - F#m
AND I FELL IN LOVE WITH A LADY, WHEN YOU'VE SLEPT UPON HER BREAST
Bm7 - E A A7
WHEN YOU'VE WALKED HER WILD AND RUGGED PATHS TO HER OPEN WILDERNESS
D - E C#m7 - F#m
AND NOW I NEVER CAN BETRAY HER, STEAL HER RICHES, AND BE GONE
Bm7 - E Bm7 - E A
'CAUSE WHEN YOU LOVE A MOUNTAIN LADY YOU'RE GONNA SING A MOUNTAIN SONG

AM7, A7, D, Dm, A/E, E, E